We define the decomposable extensions of difference fields and study the irreducibility of q-Painlevé equation of type A
Introduction
Notation. Throughout the paper we say a set is a field only when it is a field of characteristic zero, namely when it contains the set of rational numbers. Terms used here will be seen in [2, 7] . For a difference field extension L/K and B ⊂ L, K B L denotes the difference field, the intersection of all difference intermediate fields of L/K containing B.
In [8] the author introduced the definition and some examples of the U-decomposable extensions of difference fields. In this paper we define the decomposable extensions of difference fields, which do not require the fixed difference field U, and study the irreducibility of q-Painlevé equation of type A (1) 7 .
We show that some algebraic closure of any U-decomposable extension is decomposable in Proposition 4. Therefore some algebraic closure of BialynickiBirula's strongly normal extension or Infante's is decomposable (see [1, 5, 6, 8, 9] ). Moreover Corollary 8 implies that any algebraic closure of the Liouville-Franke extension, a difference analogue of the Liouvillian extension, is decomposable (see [3, 4] ).
We define the decomposable extensions and the U-decomposable extensions. Note tr. deg E/K = tr. deg E/L < ∞ and that N and E are free over K. Then we find that N /K is decomposable.
(ii-3) Suppose tr. deg N/L ≥ 1 and tr. deg L/K ≥ 1. Putting U = N , E = K and M = L, we find that N /K is decomposable by the definition.
Therefore chains of decomposable extensions are decomposable.
Proof. We prove this by induction on tr. deg
Suppose tr. deg L/K ≥ 2 and that the statement is true for ones of less transcendence degree. Since L/K and L/L are U-decomposable, we find that L/K is U-decomposable (see [8] Let LE and M be the algebraic closures of LE and M in U respectively. By the induction hypothesis we find that LE/M and M/E are decomposable, which implies that L/K is decomposable.
The remaining results in this section are on a linear difference equation. We include the following Lemma for readers convenience.
Then the following are equivalent.
Suppose Cas (b (1) , . . . , b (n) ) = 0. We prove (i) by induction on n. The statement is true in the case n = 1. Suppose n ≥ 2 and the statement is true for n − 1. There are c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ K such that (c 1 , . . . , c n ) = 0 and 
We may suppose 
1 ) = 0. We obtain Cas (b (2) , . . . , b (n) ) = 0. By the induction hypothesis we find that b (2) , . . . , b (n) are linearly dependent over C, which implies b (1) , b (2) , . . . , b (n) are linearly dependent over C.
Proof. We may suppose tr
Note N = LM 0 , and it follows that L/K is N -decomposable.
Proof. We may suppose b = 0. Let L = (L, τ ), and put a n = 1. The solution f satisfies ∑ n i=0 a i f i = b and
be a linear difference equation over K, where n ≥ 1, and f a solution of (3) .
Therefore by Proposition 4 we conclude that L/K is decomposable.
Irreducibility of q-P (A 7 )
Notation. Throughout this section let C be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, t transcendental over C and q ∈ C × .
The q-Painlevé equation of type A
7 , the object here, appears in Sakai's paper [11] . The system over (C(t), t → qt) is the following,
We prove that if q is not a root of unity and (f, g) a solution in a decomposable extension of (C(t), t → qt), then f and g are algebraic functions of the form c/ √ t, c ∈ C. 
Then f is algebraic over K. 
Then from tr. deg M/E < tr. deg N /L we find that f is algebraic over E.
Since N and E are free over L, we find that f is transcendental over E, a contradiction. Therefore f is algebraic over K.
Lemma 10. Let q ∈ C × be not a root of unity, K an inversive difference overfield of (C(t), t → qt), U = (U, τ ) a difference overfield of K, L ⊂ U a difference overfield of K satisfying tr. deg L/K < ∞, and f ∈ U a solution of the equation over K,
Then we obtain
Proof. We may suppose that L is algebraically closed. Then L is inversive. Assume tr. deg L f /L = 1. We find that f and f 1 are transcendental over L. Choose an irreducible polynomial over L,
such that F (f, f 1 ) = 0, and a n 0 n 1 = 0 or 1. Define the following three polynomials,
Since the solution f satisfies
we obtain F 1 (f, f 1 ) = F 0 (f 1 , f 2 ) = 0, and so F | F 1 and F * | F 0 . These imply
Therefore we obtain n 0 = n 1 . Put
be the polynomial such that
We have
Therefore for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} we obtain
The equation ( * n) and ( * 0) are the following,
n | P , and so by ( * 0),
n , which implies a nn = 1. Comparing the terms of degree 0 of the equation
By this the equation ( * 0) yields deg P = 2n, and so
Then from ( * 0) we obtain
which implies 1 = pa 00 and (−qt) n = pa 0n . By (5) we find p = (qt) n and a 00 = (qt) −n . Since we have ( 
1 by the equation ( * n), and so
Then from ( * n) we obtain
Comparing the terms of degree n, we find q −n = a nn = 1, a contradiction.
Theorem 11. Let q ∈ C
× be not a root of unity, K an inversive difference overfield of (C(t), t → qt), D a decomposable extension of K, and f, g ∈ D satisfy two equations,
.
Then f and g are algebraic over K.
Proof. We may suppose f = 0 and g = 0. The two equations yield
If we let L be a difference overfield of K satisfying tr. deg L/K < ∞, and U a difference overfield of L satisfying K f D ⊂ U, by Lemma 10 we obtain the following, tr
Therefore by Lemma 9 we find that f is algebraic over K, which implies g is also algebraic over K.
It remains to find the algebraic solutions. We have Lemma 12 (Lemma 9 in [10] ). Let q ∈ C × be not a root of unity, t transcendental over C, F/C(t) a finite algebraic extension of degree n, and τ an isomorphism of F into F over C sending t to qt. Then F = C(x), x n = t.
Theorem 13. Let q ∈ C × be not a root of unity, put K = (C(t), t → qt), and let K = (C(t), τ ) be an algebraic closure of K. Suppose that f, g ∈ K satisfy the following two equations,
Then one of the following holds.
Proof. We may suppose f = 0 and g = 0. Put
× , which satisfies r n = q and τ x = rx. Note that f, g ∈ L = C(x) and L is inversive.
Express f and g as f = P/Q and g = R/S, where P, Q, R, S ∈ C[x] \ {0}, P and Q are relatively prime, R and S are relatively prime, and Q and S are monic. From the equation (6) we obtain (8)
and from the equation (7),
By these equations we find x | P (Q − x n P )S 1 S, and so x | P or x | Q. Let v 0 be the normalized discrete valuation of C(x)/C with the prime element x. We prove x | Q in C [x] . Assume x | P . Put m = v 0 (P ) ∈ Z >0 , namely x m | P and x m+1 P . We obtain x | R from (8), and so x S. Then it follows that
which implies v 0 (R) = m. Therefore by (9) we find n + 2m = m, a contradiction.
Put m = v 0 (Q) ∈ Z >0 . From the equation (8) we obtain x | S and x R, and so v 0 (S) = m. Then from the equation (9) we obtain v 0 (Q − x n P ) = n − m. Since we have 0 ≤ n − m < n, we find v 0 (Q) = n − m, which implies n = 2m.
Express f and g as f =
Seeing the first terms of the equation (6), we obtain a (6) and (7) as
we obtain
We The left side of the equation (10) is
and the right side is
On the one hand the first term of the right side whose exponent is not divisible by m is 2(−1)qa km+l r km+l x (k+2)m+l . On the other hand the term of degree (k + 1)m + l of the left side is Comparing the terms of degree 1, we find a 0 (r m + 1) 2 = 0. Since r m + 1 = 0 implies q = 1, we obtain a 0 = 0.
We prove that a mi = 0 for all i ≥ 1 by induction. Firstly we deal with the case i = 1. Comparing the terms of degree 2 of the above two expansions, we find a m (r −2m + 1) 2 = 0, which implies a m = 0. Secondly we suppose i ≥ 2 and the statement is true for the numbers < i. Comparing the terms of degree i + 1, we find a mi (r m(i+1) + 1) 2 = 0, which implies a mi = 0. Therefore we obtain f = a −m /z = a −m /x m ∈ C(x m ). The equation (6) yields S 2 = r −m x 2m R 2 . Since S is monic, we find S 2 = x 2m , and so S = x m . Then we have R 2 = r m ∈ C × , which implies R ∈ C × . Therefore we obtain g = R/S ∈ C(x m ). 
